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Nik defines “clean” as keeping your contingency dates as short as reasonably possible while 
still giving yourself enough time to do your due diligence If you are considering incorporating 
any special requests in your offer — such as asking the seller to give you a credit to cover your 
closing costs — Nik recommends that you ask for a flat dollar amount rather than a percentage. 
This keeps the math easy for the seller to figure out what their actual net price will be. As your 
agent, Nik will help you figure out these details to write a successful offer.

Make It Clean! 
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While you may feel most compelled to grab the seller’s attention, building a relationship with 
their agent will truly go a long way to position your offer as the most successful and will set the 
table for good communication throughout the transaction. If you are in a competitive offer 
situation and the seller’s agent views your agent as a courteous and competent professional, it 
will help you stand out. After all, once the contract is signed around the seller’s focus is getting 
the transaction closed. Nik’s strong working relationships with fellow brokers is a true asset to 
help you build great rapport with both the seller and his or her agent. The more faith they have 
in you and your agent, the better!

Build Rapport With The Seller’s Agent
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As a buyer, you have certain terms and pricing that you want to offer, but do you know what the 
seller wants? Maybe there are certain terms that are not a big deal to you but will go a long way 
with the seller if you write them into your offer. A good buyer’s agent will find out ways to show 
the seller they are getting an offer from a buyer that truly wants to work with them.

Find Out What The Seller Wants
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Sometimes called “love letters,” these can go a long way to getting your offer accepted. Most 
of the time, sellers have fond memories of living in the home and neighborhood and may really 
like their neighbors. Writing a letter that describes what you love about the home and the 
neighborhood and how you envision contributing to the community gives the seller a warm 
feeling about your offer.

Write A Letter To The Seller
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Pre-approval letters are great and a requirement these days. However, you can take it one step 
further. Have your lender call the seller’s agent on the telephone. The personal contact will stand 
out, demonstrating that you are a buyer who really is motivated. This will also give the seller’s 
agent a chance to ask any questions directly to your lender about your qualifications.

Have Your Lender Contact The Seller’s Agent
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